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About This Game

ABOUT THE GAME

Blood Ancestors is a first-person melee combat multiplayer game set in a high fantasy medieval world. Two teams of 5
players fight to capture and control the Relic, an ancient and powerful magical artifact key in the eternal struggle between Light

and Darkness. In Blood Ancestors, you create your own hero choosing between 3 factions, 6 characters archetypes, and 18
different classes – and on top of that, you pick 3 skills (Aggressive, Defensive, Utility) to create a unique build that fits your

playstyle like a glove. With weapon or magic, feed the earth with the blood of your enemies to unleash your powerful ultimate
attack, secure the Relic, and decide the fate of the war!

CONTROL THE RELIC TO WIN THE MATCH, BECOME THE PAYLOAD!

To win a match of Blood Ancestors, you need to take the Relic to your enemies’ spawning portal. For that, it needs to be
unlocked first by feeding it with your own lifeforce: it will drink the blood of whoever stands nearby. Once it’s full, whoever

snatches it first becomes the Bearer; killing him/her grants control over the Relic. Besides, there are two magical pillars on the
map, one of Health, another of Speed. If the Bearer’s team control a pillar, it will increase his/her Health or Speed; if it’s

controlled by the enemy team, it will decrease them instead.

SETTING

Hundreds of years ago, a race of slaves found a way to escape their cruel masters, the Blood Ancestors. They discovered a portal
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between dimensions that led them from Arham, their homeworld, to the new planet of Vetlan. Feeding the portal with the power
of the ancient Relic, a powerful magical artifact created eons ago by the Ancestors, these slaves crossed the portal, and closed it
behind them; and calling themselves the Blood Ones, they established in this new home, and lived in peace for generations. But

war broke soon in this new planet between two factions, the Light Ones, and the Dark Ones; and the Blood Ones were silent
witnesses of a war which ended countless lives, and that threatened to destroy the world of Vetlan itself.

One day, they decided that, after having escaped slavery and death, they could not stand idle while the planet was being torn
apart by the eternal struggle between Light and Darkness. The Blood Ones opened the portal again and traveled back to Arham
to face the Ancestors, claim the Relic and use its power to end the war and pacify both worlds. But Light and Darkness learned
of their plans, and followed them to Arham – and war followed them too. Now, the three factions fight for the Relic – and the
Blood Ancestors remain silent and hidden, letting everyone fight over it for reasons known only to them. Who knows what are

they plotting in their twisted minds, evermore obsessed with power and domination?

FACTIONS

The Dark Ones are the first native inhabitants of Vetlan. Beings without a physical body, mere shadows full of dark energy, they
live in deep caves and crevices honoring Arteis, a feared god of the night and shadow. They wager an endless war against the

Light Ones.
The Light Ones awakened one day in the dark surface of Vetlan, flourished quickly and spread across the whole world. When

they were about to lose the war against the Dark Ones a powerful light exploded in the sky, helping them to drive their enemies
back. Since then they adore that light as their goddess and name themselves Humans, the Light Ones.

The Blood Ones were once the slaves of the Ancestors. They fled to Vetlan, where they found themselves in the middle of a war
between the two native races. After a series of cataclysms, they discovered that the magic used in the war had destabilized the

core of the planet, and decided to go back to use the power of the Relic to save Vetlan and stop the war.

KEY FEATURES

Fast-paced 5v5 multiplayer action

High Fantasy medieval world

Brutal fights in melée combat

Objective based gameplay

Choose between 18 characters with different gameplay styles (6 in the Early Access release)

Create your own build by choosing 3 styles (offensive, defensive, utility) from a pool of more than 150 varied skills

Extreme character customization

More than 6 multiplayer maps (3 in the Early Access release)

Fight to secure the Relic and unleash a powerful ultimate attack
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Snowpeak Studio
Publisher:
Snowpeak Studio
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English,Simplified Chinese
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Darkstar, Judy Judy, I'm going in for guns!

A high-speed and well-crafted top-down MOBA with an incredibly engaged and helpful developer. This game may be in its
early stages of development, but it is already incredibly fun, complex, and well-balanced, and I am excited to continue play as it
grows.

Pros:

Tight controls (especially on a controller)

Highly varied (and well-balanced) aircraft

Satisfying progression

Well-coded AI

Passionate and engaged dev

Tight and satisfying controls

Non-stop danger zone

Cons:

Small player base (but growing!)

Keyboard controls can feel clumsy

10/10 would danger zone again.. Took me a while to get a grip on the game mechanic, but with a solid tutorial that shows you
what to do and how to do it, its a game i would happily play again.. I have to say that was much better than I expected. It looked
really good on the odyssey+ especially with the deep black levels. The story was very good, and the devs know how to optimized
UE4 to look great in VR (tough to do sometimes) Please devs make another.. this gave me aids 10/10. Its basically made for a
russian only audience. The english translation is like my cat is speaking to me because it makes no sense. Dont buy this game if
you dont speak russian. Really awesome game, 8\/10
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Very Good Game. ♥
⋆ Graphics 10/10. ♬
⋆ Sounds 10/10. ☣
⋆ Achievements. ✓
⋆ Trading Cards. ✓

♕ My Review™. This game should have config to toned down some visual effect. I mostly playing at night and the main menu
killing my eyes. I hardly see anything on the game screen too, everything is way too bright.
Recommended when the game receive more updates, not now.
. Just adventure time... :3. I liked the game for the simple yet good design. It awakes my imagnination, I guess that's why I
bought it, for the ambiance of space.

Choices can be optimised, I liked this part too, but once you get which one is "useful" then you're not really playing, it's just
choosing the lesser worst path.
Considering this, there's no replayability for me.

I guess it's worth it for the price paid, even though I expect that a game entertain me longer than 2 hours. EDIT : It actually did
so a little more worth it.

Choosing yes because I support those kind of space game but make up your own mind ! :). Sneaky Sneaky is a casual and
charming stealth game with rpg elements. The game isn't overly difficult, once you learn how things work you should easily get
the top ranking on most stages on your first attempt. The RPG elements aren't overly deep and by the end you'll have lvled up
everything. Lastly on the negatives the game is very short. I completed the game, gathered the collectables, and went back to get
a gold ranking on every stage and came in at 3.3h of gameplay. So its a pretty brief experience. Aside from the negatives though
i had a great time playing through the game and now that the developers have lowered the cost to $5 I'd say its certainly worth
picking up for a fun night of sneaky sneaky action. Hopefully the developers will add on some more content down the road..
Mashiro!!!! Been LoS fans since Tayutama 1.. ahahaha. Fun game, great level editor.

F**k charging bombers.. Is it a triple A game? No. Is it worth the 2.99 and a♥♥♥♥♥♥load of laughs, absolutely yes. Do
yourself a favor.. A delightful... did I just use that word? Sure... why not... delightful game for all audiences. Clean cartoony
graphics, challenging yet accessible puzzles, and cute characters. Also, the download is only like 230mb, it's not a bloated piece
of crud with pre-rendered video everywhere. I respect that.

The Voice Inside Store Page Update:

 New Screenshots

 Updated Trailer (footages from alpha vers. 0.0.4)
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. The Voice Inside at A MAZE 2019 (GAMES WEEK BERLIN):

Happy to say, that we are invited to showcase 'The Voice Inside' during the Gamesweek Berlin (Germany) at A MAZE 2019 ! :)

Open Screens
Saturday (04/13/2019) 3pm-6pm!

Feel free to visit us & test the early alpha/demo version!. Update 2 - 05/16/19:
Update 2 

Hey! We worked a lot on the project the last months to improve the game and implemented some of the suggestions from the
first testers.
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 demo area playable + bug fixes

 performance improvement

 realized some important suggestions from our dear testers (AMAZE)

 new voice commands

 command list now available - command: 'show commands'

Upcoming Event. NEWS - The Voice Inside at GAME ACCESS CONF 2019:

The Voice Inside at Game Access Conf 2019:
https://game-access.com/confer…/indie-showcase/voice-inside/

Game Access (2018)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4I-N-lkE_0s
We are exited for this very first chance to present the game!

. Update 1 - 03/22/19:
Hey! This is a short overview & the first update of the current process:

 new gameplay preview video on YouTube
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New Gameplay Video

 upgraded speech recognition system (extra installation/settings no longer required, just Windows 10)

 added gameplay content (obstacles, new area, maze, platforms, ending chapter 1)

 working on a short story

 new command variation (hide, run, hold on, go)

 added new command: exit game

 new gameplay preview video on YouTube

 added Facebook Page and Instagram
In Progress:

 content (level parts, obstacles, enemies, story parts)

 homepage

 Kickstarter
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